5 ways to make security the cornerstone
that enables your business
Reset your security strategy to empower business in the face of adversity

61%
With an accelerated pace of change and
increasing digital disruption, security
leaders must evolve security practices
and educate the entire organization
to build a culture of security—to help
maintain a strong security posture
and risk profile.

of organizations
report they have
no real integration
between SOC and
NOC teams1

Leading organizations are using the
pandemic as an opportunity to reset
their security strategy, improve alignment
and imbed security into the culture of
the organization—ultimately enabling
business to drive successful outcomes.

When you incorporate security planning and
development, you can inject those practices
directly into the flow of the business.
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5 ways to fortify the enterprise
to drive successful outcomes
Take a holistic approach to changing the security culture. Show
how security can enable business, getting products to market
faster with less rework and lower risk.
Evaluate security strategies and policies. Mind the gaps that
have been created and follow through on addressing and fixing
the disruptions.
Keep security talent inspired and connected. Remote work can be
stressful, particularly for teams tasked with securing the enterprise.
Ensure your security talent is getting the development and support
they need.
Build specialized teams. Focus on upskilling your current talent
pool and working with partners to help bridge the gaps.
Break down the silos. Look for redundancies across your
security teams and tear down the silos to generate synergies
and efficiencies.

If you consider breaking down the silos that exist across your security
teams, you can create synergies that will improve cyber hygiene, limit risk
exposure and drive your business forward. You won’t realize the value on
day one, but a well-executed plan will set your organization up to succeed
in the “next normal.”
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